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Works with: 



Every year, more products which use sustainable power sources are replace those reliant on fossil 

fuels. 

Electricity can be obtained from sustainable and renewable energy sources, such as solar panels or 

wind turbines. As a result, electrical powered products are increasingly popular. 

We endevor to source the most efficient electric heaters which are cost effective, easy to install and 

comply with the latest energy efficiency regulations.  

Electric Heating
An insight to the Future



To efficiently release heat into the room, the EXO has highly conductive aluminium 

panels. Aluminium provides greater thermal conductivity than steel. Meaning the 

radiator will heat up faster and provide more heat.

Also, aluminium’s lightweight properties reduce the radiator’s overall weight. 

Making it easier to wall mount and install the radiator. 

Ceramic Core
New era technology 

Aluminium Body
Lightweight with high heat conductivity

Over the last 20 years, Oil filled radiators have been very popular in the UK. The 

main reason for this is the idea that the oil will stay warm after the heater had 

stopped drawing electricity. 

However, with advances in technology, the same effect can be achieved using 

other materials.  

Ceramic has great heat retention, so offers the same residual heat. However as its 

harder wearing and has no potential to leak,  ceramic radiators have a longer life 

span. 

Also, in most cases they provide the heat more effectively than oil filled radiators. 

Ceramic Heating Element 
Long lasting efficient heat 



Fitted with the latest heating technology, the EXO is fully Eco 
Design ERP LOT20 compliant. 

Providing you with energy efficient heating. 

With the EXO its easy to programme your heating.

Although the heater has inbuilt WiFi connectivity, it can also be controlled manually 

(without WiFi). So if you’re not “tech savvy” you wont loose out.  

The heater can be completely controlled using the control panel. All features can be 

accessed, so you don’t loose any functionality. 

The inbuilt thermostat and timer make it easy to schedule when your heating is on. Rather 

than wasting energy by leaving the heating all day; have the heating on exactly when its 

needed. 

Set the heater to a “Comfort”, “Reduced” or “Anti frost” mode. The temperature for the 

comfort and reduced mode can be set to the user’s preference. 

By setting the reduced mode should a few degrees lower than the comfort mode, a low level 

of heat is retained in the room. Thus reducing the amount of time and energy needed to 

increase the air temperature to the comfort mode.   

Energy 
Efficient

Control

Without WiFi

Programmable Timer



Compatible with Alexa and Google 
Home

Voice Control

The EXO can be controlled using the Smart life or SolAire WiFi App. The app can be downloaded onto 

your smart phone or tablet. Which will become your heating controller. Making it easy to control one 

heater, or a whole heating system. 

Designed to bring maximum control, ease of use and efficiency. SolAire WiFi makes 

smart and autonomous home heating affordable.

WiFi Control
Smart control, from anywhere 



The EXO is a quality radiator perfect for 

use in homes, offices and commercial 

applications. 

For long term peace of mind, the EXO 

is backed by a 2 year manufacturer’s 

guarantee. 

The Radiator is supplied with a sturdy wall 

mounting kit, including wall brackets. 

You don’t need to purchase additional 

parts; everything is included in the box.

Available in 3 sizes, the EXO is suitable for 

all rooms, letting you easily find space to 

wall mount the heater. 

Electric radiators are prefect if your 

installing a new heating system or adding 

onto an existing one. 

As no pipe work needs to be installed, the 

installation becomes, cleaner, faster and a 

lot cheaper than a central heated system.  

Reliable Quality 



Size Options: 

• Ip20 

• 1.5m Flex Length

• Flex Position; Bottom Right

• Height 488mm

• Thermostat range 5 -37 degrees

• Inbuilt thermostat and timer

• WiFi Connectivity

• Silent Operation

• Eco Design Lot20 compliant

• 1000w

• 1500w

• 2000w

Brand Sol*Aire

Model EXO

Mount Type Wall Mounted

Warranty 2 Years

Colours White

Style Ceramic electric radiator

Power Output Size (mm)

1000w 488 x 88 x 538

1500w 488 x 88 x 713

2000w 488 x 88 x 884
Feature Y (Yes) N (No)

Electric Thermostat Y

Timer Y

24 / 7 Programming Y

Open Window Detection N

Adaptive start N

Distance Control Y

Display Y

Over Heat Protection Y

Frost Protection Y

Wall Mount Brackets Y
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